TECHNICAL LEAD - IOS
Net Solutions is looking for highly talented, motivated and a driven individual with sound knowledge and
expertise in leading and managing development teams. You will be responsible for multi-faceted role,
requiring technical & leadership capability to mentor team to design, develop, test, document, deploy &
support high quality mobile applications.

Net Solutions (http://www.netsolutionsindia.com)
Net Solutions is a full service development and design company located in Chandigarh. We have been
providing custom design and application development to clients in the USA, UK, Australia and around the
world since 2000. Our team of more than 150 designers and developers are experts in creating userfocused designs including Web 2.0 apps, iPhone apps and other rich internet applications.

Responsibilities







Work with BA & PM for identifying and documenting the requirements of the client for the project.
Assist the Project Manager/ PL in developing the project plan by estimating the user stories
defined in the backlog and planning the sprints.
Will be involved in bootstrapping the project coding effort, setting up SVN, database and the
architecture on which the project will be built.
Analyses the functional requirements produced by BA/Client for the module and develop an error
free program/software
Provide technical assistance to the team members of the project and mentoring the team
members



Client communication on the project status and functional/technical requirements when
required




Deploying the application on Staging or the live environment
Responsible for unit testing and release of software for QC. Bug fixing for the software and
working with PM on closure of bugs which require feedback.

Skill Set













A minimum 5-8 years of total work experience including 4+ years of relevant software
development experience in reputed IT organizations. At least 2+ years of experience in team
management and client handling
iOS native applications development experience
Hands-on with developing native UI. Experience with Storyboard/XIB is preferred
Good knowledge of Object-Oriented programming and associated design patterns like MVC
Good understanding of data structures, algorithms, multi-threading
Understanding of native device API's and application frameworks
Working experience with debugging tools and third-party utilities for iOS development
Familiar with Apple App store procedures and hands on experience in deploying apps
successfully
Hands on experience with JSON web services
Hands on experience with third-party libraries, social media integration and APIs
Working knowledge of the general mobile landscape, architectures, trends, and emerging
technologies



Good understanding of the full mobile development life cycle.

Technical Requirement









Objective-C, iOS SDK 8
Xcode 6, OS X 10.10
Knowledge of SQLite and CoreData Frameworks
Good to have exposure of Integrating With RESTful APIs
Good to have exposure of Swift
Familiar With Cocoa Pods
Proven hands on experience working with tableviews, scrollviews, delegates, notifications,
NSOperations, GCD, ARC, NSURLSession/Connection
Use of tools like Leak, Memory Allocation

